**Agenda**

Go over individual code review/impact analysis results

Updates on risk management elements

Assign responsibilities/update JIRA with action items
  - release responsibility
  - test
  - dev

Talk about Thursday’s Meeting Agenda and send out

**Standup**

Everyone’s been looking through files for KML parsing, map layers, etc. Current barrier is getting through the volume of code.

First sprint will mostly be Cordova but we will split up effort based on platform-specific goals for future features/sprints

**Roles**

Stephan - Design UI - prototypes/wireframes

Tom - Release+checklist

Sara - Design UI - prototypes/wireframes

Josh - css/js swipe and elements cordova builds

**Thursday’s agenda**

  - ask about adding dr. hawker to next week’s call
  - concept designs and review
  - Review of what we’ve done
  - What we plan to do
  - hurdles/barriers